Publishing a Dermatology book with an emphasis on public health has a great meaning: it demonstrates that the health of a population is intrinsically related to the social conditions into which it is inserted.

Dermatology is a specialty of daily human suffering, and we consider that each professional involved in care can act to minimize this. Furthermore, it is essential that managers of health systems acquire knowledge of the epidemiologic characteristics of the main dermatologic diseases.

We hope that this book will be useful to students and professionals who are interested in understanding patients with a dermatologic problem and, within academic, scientific, and ethical high precepts, seek to help; and that it is also useful for understanding the multiple relationships that exist between public health and the environment, socioeconomic conditions, and priorities determined by governments and nations.
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Public health are words that elicit the art and science of preventing disease, prolonging life, enabling health and physical and mental efficiency through the community’s organized endeavor. This book results from one idea and the opportunity to make available to health care teams an enriching material to help increase the knowledge of dermatologic diseases affecting the population, by aiming higher than the characteristics that help diagnosis, prevention, and treatment. Some chapters in this book address a series of appropriate measures to develop a social structure that possibly provides all social individuals with necessary health care. This team work by Springer, the editors, and authors certifies health accomplishments that enable an outstanding level of knowledge in Dermatology.

It is already known that the scientific research is traditionally based on reliability. In order to keep such virtue intact and unsuspicious in the scientific environment, a reliable work has to allow for the validation of the reported results by accepting what is made known by the specialized literature as a source of new knowledge. Therefore, the so-called scientific community has to follow behavioral standards not only in the research itself but also in the disclosure of the acquired information and knowledge. These standards were strictly followed in this book because the invited authors have undisputedly followed them. For this reason we are extremely grateful for their extensive contribution to this project and commitment to science.

As editors we expect this book to provide easy access to knowledge for all professionals related to public health, and the provision of improved health and comfort to the population.
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